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Trounstire, imagery, connecting
Jean

Polanyi's tacit dimensionWallace,
Elizabeth

Worley,
Demetrice

mental images and imaging abilities
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The Small Group Experience at the 1992 Think Tank

Table Leader:

Recoi

Participants:

Imagery, Imaging

Kristie Fleckenstein, Purdue University,
Calumet

Susan Schiller, Central Michigan University

Alan Devenish, Lake Forest College
George Jensen, Southwest Missouri State
University
Barry Maid, University of Arkansas at Little
Rock
Kim Murray,
Elizabeth Wallace, Western Oregon State
College
Demetrice Worley, Bradley University

Our gLoup began by attempting to define imagery/imaging.
The difficulty of naming one definition quickly emerged. We drew
distinctions between pictorial images the mind receives from the
external world and the mental evocations created by the mind when
the imagination is stimulated by language. The relationship
between images and the imagination aroused our exploration about
the potential for explicit connections between images and
archetypes we recognize through cultural schema. Schema theory
was connected to archetypes which literary imagery might elicit,
but to counteract this idea it was pointed out that A. Paivio
connects memory to images and claims schema theory is
insufficient since it is linguistically based.

At this point our discussion turned to pedagogy. Mike
Rose's Lives on the Boundary was cited because he used images and
affect to teach writing. We thought students should have
experiences exploring the real image in verbal texts. In other
words, we want our students to answer, "What does the image look
like?"

We generally agreed that the academy leaves out elements in
conversations and focuses on cognition almost exclusively
whenever mentality is discussed. We wanted to know how meaning
is evoked--how it becomes a lived-through text when visual
thinking is a primary mode. Visual thinking, as a separate type
of thinking, was thought to be too limiting; our discussion then
turned to holistic models that combine visual and verbal
thinking.

We adamantly agreed that imagery is a result of an ACTIVE
mind and that high energy is required to engage imaging. Susan
Aylwin's work was presented in a handout that Kristie had
prepared prior to the session. We looked at Aylwin's three



modes: linguistic, visual, enactive and talked about how these

are connected to commitment scripts that are based in affect

rather than in propositions. We all saw that thinking is base4

in affect. Frederick Bartlett and Susan Fiske support this

viewpoint. However, Rom Harr* suggests affect follows, rather
than precedes, cognition because affect is socially constructed.

It was suggested that emotions might split out and become
refined during human maturation. Babies and young children can
switch from one extreme emotion to a different extreme emotion in
seconds because their emotions have not yet split and they have

not learned which emotion to use in a situation. Emotions that

may not be differentiated at birth become more evident as

language emerges. And through language people learn to display
appropriate emotions in particular situations. Since Vygotsky
suggests that language is affectively based because children use
images as pre-verbal language, we thought images might attract
emotion in a unique way; a LaMaze childbirth technique supported

this idea.

"Visual literacy" and ways we might promote such literacy in

pedagogy came up next. We thought students might be too easily
manipulated through images and that they are desensitized by a

passivity that is caused by being bombarded by images in popular

culture. We know we need to make our students aware of the
emotional baggage that images carry.

We were dismayed and frustrated because art is often the

first subject to be cut from elementary curriculum. The

pedagogical shift from images to words that occurs around the

third grade level was also seen as a weakness in curriculum. The

academy also routinely cuts creative writing programs whenever
budgets run low; yet art and creative writing classes offer

primary exposure to imagery/imaging. Without any doubt the
academy promotes and accepts rational scientific approaches and

values aesthetic holistic approaches much less. Naturally, our

group would like to change this.



Members:

Empathy

Anne Marie Voss, Ball State University
Nathanial 'Dick', University of Oregon
Judy Levin, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
Helen Snively, Cambridge, MA
Rebecca Hettich, Purdue University

Recorder: Rebecca Hettich
Purdue University

Can written rhetoric successfully employ Rogerian empathy?

Classical rhetoric promotes "accommodation" for persuasion--
that is, utilizing strategies to effect an intended adherence to
an idea from the audience. Rogerian 'rhetoric/ suggests
"accommodation" for cooperation--that is, the rhetor may adjust
his or her original intent based on audience response. this
makes sense for oral communication and the client-therapist
relationship, but how can this work for writing?

In cases of conflict or controversy, is it the rhetor's rola
to be a facijitator or mediator between two or more perspectives
on an issue? If a rhetor's position is adversarial, how can
cooperation be achieved? Does 'giving ground' mean giving up
one's position? The deliberative forum in classical rhetoric may
be an example of this sort of open-ended discussion where several
positions are mediated: a facilitator can be brought in to
mediate, or each speaker can act as a cooperative mediator on
behalf of the group.

If empathy is important to rhetoric, where does it
originate? Is it emotional? Cognitive? Is it simply a means to
gain loyalty from an audience, or is it intended to resolve
conflicts without dominating another? In other words, empathy is
not only a means to have rational goals in common with another,
but a means to feel safe, a means to share values. If we do not
feel safe with another person, but we still share goals, can this
be called empathy? The psychoanlytic view suggests empathy as a
cognitive understanding of another's position as well as his/her
emotional need. But understanding is partially emotional in
intent: we try to understand for more reasons than to be
accurate.

What are practical applications of Rogerian rhetoric?

In the student conference context, empathy is used as a
strategy to elicit a feeling of safety, to motivate the student,
to gain deeper appreciation of the student, and to recognize the
value of the student.

Is this facilitation? "Facilitation" can mean several
things:

teacher-to-student problem solving
teacher-to-student mutual respect
problem solving between peers (interlocutor)
neutral 'outside' mediator for conflict resolution
between 2 or more parties
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Can Rogerian empathy facilitate 'accurate' transfer of
learning?

This involves a discussion of what constitutes learning. Is
empathy part of the content of learning or a form of teaching?
For the subject of rhetoric, it is probably both, since we teach
students to enter into a relationship every time they write.



Facilitator:

Recorder:

Gender Issues

Janice Hays, University of Colorado at
Colorado Springs

Nancy Hayward, English Department, Indiana
University of Pennsylvania, Indiana,
Pennsylvania, 15705

There were six participants at the session, all female.
Hays began the session by giving some of her background work with
intellectual, ethical and emotional development particularly her
work with the Perry Scheme and post-Perry research on women's
development in these areas, particularly work described in the
book, Womens Ways of Knowing, by Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger,
and Tarule. Subsequent research finds that women are more
intuitive and synthetic in their thinking than are men. Hays
reported the implications of this research for college teaching:
that women need to be confirmed in their "connected" ways of
knowing, but that they also need to learn "separate" ways of
knowing. Men, by contrast, need to be encouraged to function in
more "connected" modes as well as in the "separate" ones into
which most of them have been socialized. She also related these
findings to questions of learning style and cautioned against
reifying these findings about behavior into "essentialist"
characterizations. The group also discussed research showing
that learner characteristics differ by gender during the college
years and how male and female students act differently in the
classroom. The group considered whether or not we, as women
faculty members, see women students "receding" in the classroom--
as research suggests they do. We agreed that we don't observe
this phenomenon in our courses, but wondered about the situation
in male-taught classes. Lois Rosen, a participant at the table,
said that her female students report that male teachers tend to
silence them.

we also discussed the importance of keeping journals in all
courses and agreed that students need some structure in carrying
out these journal assignments, particularly students at earlier
levels of human development. It also appeared that it was
productive to talk in the classroom about the "connected" and
"separate" ways of learning and knowing. We also discussed the
issue of unconsclous eruption of meaning into the language of
student writing. Anne Mullen reported that she wants students to
look for problems in their writing that are indicative of other
problems--for instance, disjunctive prose--and that looking at
such problems is like deconstructing the student's writing. That
is, areas that frequently seem to present problems in terms of
the whole composition may be those very places in which the most
original thinking is taking place, and students need
encouragement not to "clean up" such spots but to open them up
and explore them.
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The group also discussed the issue of relationships between
women faculty and female students. Lois Rosen said that she
thinks women come in to office hours more to share their personal
life and that men come in to talk about the course; that women
students are more willing to share personal information, and that
they seem to need to share usecrets," whereas male students
almost refuse to do this.

The group concluded by hoping that there would by a session
and a workshop on gender at the Think Tank next year.



Recorder:

Participants:

Archetypes

Gary N. Christensen, Macomb Community College

Susan Becker, Susan Blau, Gary Christensen,
Diane Colvin, Helen Fox, Dick Graves, Judy
Rosenberg, Terry Tomasak

We discussed archetypes as they apply to our roles as
teachers and researchers. Archetypes are ancient story types and
character models which have passed to us through oral tradition
and stories.

We discussed a daughter's reactions to her father's death
and our group's reactions to death and deaths. We discussed the
Shopping MALL and its prior forms in other cultures. The mall
has the potential to become the world village with birth to grave
opportunities awaiting those who choose to reside and shop in its
"shadow." We discussed the MEGA malls which offer a wide variety
of shops, water slides, theaters, hotels and motels, nursery
service for children while parents shop. This is an extension of
the British mall which was a walk area where people went to
stroll and present teens usually congregate at the Mall to meet
each other and "hang out."

We also discussed the "river" and its roles in our literary
heritage and experience. Group members spoke of journal prompts
using the river as a starting point for writings about students'
experiences with rivers and bodies of water.

I was reminded of the metaphor of "flow" used in
psychological circles to describe "Now moment" thinking and
action and sports broadcaster using the "flow of the game" and
the turning "tide" in changes of momentum in sports contests.

The only information to add is that we spoke of a memoir as
a window to our deeper self and that we also discussed
transformations--as in the Cinderella myth.



Meditation

Leader: Donald Gallehr, (eorge Mason University

Recorder: Steven B. Katz
North Carolina State University
Raliegh, NC 27685-8105

This session concerned the use of meditation in teaching
writing. After introducing ourselves, discussion centered around
three questions: what is meditation, how do you do meditation,
and how can we apply in to the teaching of writing.

Meditation is a state of relaxation, of enhanced awareness
that is a focusing, a "one-pointedness," and/or a "witnessing"--
watching thoughts as they come and go, and letting them go. As a
technique in writing pedagogy, meditation helps focus the
student's mind before writing to eliminate distractions, to clear
the mind so the student can write. Although meditation does have
as its ultimate purpose the development of a spiritual life, of
an asemiotic mind, that purpose can only be achieved by a higher,
later stage of meditation, and so does not enter into writing
instruction. Writing class does not deal with different states
of consciousness, just the first stage, clearing the mind/letting
the mind clear before writing. (Much discussion centered around
the religious connotations of the word meditation, possible
parental reaction to the technicvue, and whether we even ought to
use the name meditation at all in describing to students what we
are doing. Opinion varied, and no consensus was sought or
reached.)

There are many techniques of meditation that can be used in
preparing students to write. The three techniques we used were
1) to pay attention to one particular sound for five minutes; 2)
pay attention to thought; 3) do both at the same time.

The point of this exercise is rot to dispense with
discourse, but to focus attention ci the reaction to experience,
which we can't see well because of the screen of prior
experience. Meditation as a focusing on experience helps break
up, clear away this screen. This, like other observational
exercises, helps sharpen student writing, and/or changes the
stance the student writes out of (public to private mode).

Other techniques: 1) Listen to a tape of your writing three
times; listen to a different point each time; deepens your
thinking about your writing. 2) Drawing--not object, but lines;
again, helps you see object, not screen of experience.

The session concluded with five minutes of meditation, out
of which some interesting observations emerged.
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Leader:

Kinetics, Body Wisdom

Joyce Ann Hancock, Jefferson Community College

Participants: Alice Brand, SUNY Brockport
Peter Elbow, UMass, Amherst
Susan Engman, Monroe Community College
Christina Gibbons, UMass, Amherst (Recorder)
Bill Hamilton, Jefferson Community College

Recorder: Christina Gibbons
RD 2 Box 10F
Brattleboro, VT 05301

Our group explored several physical activities which could
be used to stimulate students to have ideas for writing. Our
discussion, occurring in and around our activities, was
occasional and fragmented.

We started by retiring to a far corner of the kellroom and
lying flat on our backs for four or five minutes. Joyce asked us
to breathe quietly and not talk. After we sat up, Joyce
introduced an unusual looking prop: it was a fat metal tube
shaped a bit like a hula hoop which had been pushed into an oval
and turned up at the ends. The object was light enough to lift
easily and the opening was wide enough to pass over a body from
head to toe. Joyce asked us to take turns playing with this
object. We could do anything we wanted with it for as long as we
liked and then pass it on to someone else in our group. At the
end of our time, we were to say only one word.

I jumped right in because the curvature of the object
suggested a rocking horse to me. I sat in it and rocked hard
enough to make it "walk" across the carpet. Then I tipped it up
like a window frame and crouched inside it. Next I held it like
a giant bow and pretended to shoot an arrow into the air.
Finally I stood up and held the object high overhead before
presenting it to Bill. "Freedom!" I said. Bill took his turn
with the object, putting his foot through it, poking it, stepping
into and out of it. Peter and Alice took their turns. Susan, a
dancer, twirled round and round, and we ended up holding it
between us and twisting it around. At the end of our time
together, we gathered around the object, held it together, and
thanked each other in a communal closure. "Powerful," someone
scxid.

Here are some of the comments I remember people making:
Sometimes students don't bring their minds to class; if we're
only getting students in body anyway, let's work with that
Let's not depend on our minds alone to get us through school ...
The object becomes a metaphor; it's finding a subject nonverbally
.... You can fool around with the subject.... The topic can run
away with you.... It explodes the notion of correct and incorrect
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You could use any object and ask students to describe it ...
It creates connections between people ... It could be a sexual
object, a rite of spring, the object of a fight. (Joyce and
Peter began a tug of war.)

Joyce explained that most students are rather tentative at
first and need encouragement to get engaged. She described one
dramatic instance, however, when a boy took the object, raised it
over his head like bat, and swung it down on the carpet so hard
that it broke, releasing a cloud of rusty dust. "Pain," he said,
walking away. This shocked everyone into being fully present and
aware.

Joyce added: Following the stunned silence, the instructor
asked the students what had changed in their understanding of the
symbolic object (the students were at that time in the semester
attempting to define a-d restrict their research paper topics on
the general theme of "lne American Experience.") "The American
Experience is hollow, full of red dust," said one student. The
class began to interact physically with the two broken pieces of
what they now began to see more profoundly than before as an
emblem of national life. "It's broken into, cannot be repaired."
"But it's opened up now, and can embrace more than it could as a
small, tightly defined thing." Conversation flowed, movement was
much freer and more creative, and interactions between students
was livelier and more intimate than before. Finally, one of the
black students said to the class, "O.K. Now I understand what
I've been trying to express with my topic idea. I want to write
about the fragmented nature of black leadership. I want to
explain the necessary tensions between Martin Luther King and
Ralph Abernathy and Coretta Scott King. I see, now, with the
breaking of the object, that it is important that a strong
movement have fragmented leadership to ensure its survival."

And I conclude with part of a letter I wrote to Joyce: The
tube play was the most vivid part of the whole four days for me.
There is something about being in a comfortable vacuum like that
-- almost on vacation and among comfortable strangers -- that
makes it possible to be very free and inventive. If I make a
fool of myself, well, so what, I don't need to see these people
again or work with them every day. I don't need to preserve
dignity here. It's fascincv:Ing how fast a communal feeling
develops in such a vacuum.



Creative Dramatics

Facilitator: Kathleen Bell, University of Central Florida,
Orlando, Florida

We centered our discussion on the use of role playing in the
discovery of voice and audience. First, we identified our
assumptions about students' implicit understanding of voice--the
ability from infancy to strategically use behavior to evoke
different tones of response from an audience. The group agreed,
however, that the academic/classroom context restricts and
inhibits this natural expression, thus convincing students that
their voices have no legitimacy unless they know the right
answer.

Creative dramatics can help to break the cycle of
inhibition. Role playing makes their voices audible and gives
students the opportunity to exercise expression within various
contexts. This audibility, Peter Elbow tells us, is fundamental
to discovering the authority and resonance needed to create
meaningful texts. With role playing, students also gain a
heightened sense of audience--who wants to know and what they
need to know--in very real terms. Perhaps the overriding
principle we identified is that language needs to be "alive" for
students if we expect them to commit to the struggle of putting
it in writing.

tJ
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Guidelines of Composing

Leader: Sondra Peri, Lehman College, Bronx, New York

Recorder: Demetrice A. Worley, Bradley Univ,ersity,
Peoria, Illinois

Is knowing only in our brains or is it in our bodies? Maybe
it is cognitive, but it should include not only the mind but also
the body. The question becomes: How do we bring a felt-sense
into the classroom? How do we teach our students to use in
constructing their texts?

This is not a quick process and it takes about 40 minutes to
do it well. The best part is the reflection time when people
talk about what they felt and what they did.

Guidelines of Composina

I will ask you questions. Ask yourself the question
silently. When something comes, jot it down and stay easy and
open. You will produce a series of notes for yourself (not to
share). They may be used to start a draft.

Close your eyes. If
relax, notice if you have
feel yourself settle into
You can come back to this
question.

QUESTIONS:

you are comfortable, shake out hands,
any tension, concentrate on breathing,
the room. Notice the state you are in.
state at the beginning of each

#1 How am I right now? What's on my mind?

#2 What else is on my mind? What is new today? Is there a
particular place or topic on my mind?

(Writing)

Breathe and come back to your resting state.

#3 Now that I have a list, is there anything I am overlooking?
A color, a place, a dream?

Go easy -- jot down whatever comes to mind.

(Writing)

I'll intrude -- Which one of these items draws my attention,
says mg. How do you know the one that is speaking to you?
Circle or star the one that draws your attention. We'll take
that issue, that theme, and put it on top of a new page. Take
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another breath, write two things yo know a lot about on this
issue as quickly as possible, using freewriting, write what you
already know.

(Writing)

#4 What are all the parts I know about this topic? What comes
to mind here?

Take three minutes to write.

(Writing)

I'll interrupt you now. Put aside everything that came
easily. Return to your calm breathing. Return to the whole
topic--not the pieces. Hold the topic in your hand, the whole

topic. Talk to it--what's so important about this topic? What
is the heart of this topic? Listen to your body. If you get an
image or a word. What is it? Write about. Listen to your body;
see if can feel when you get it--feel the feeling of "yeah!

that's it." If yo l! are wondering and can't feel anything, what's
so hard about this? What is in the way--get a word or an image--

write about, explore it. With time, you can.

(Writing)

#5 What's missing? What did,i't get down on paper? Look for a
word or an image, your body to indicate what was missed.

(Writing)

#6 Where is this leading? Is there a point to where I'm
headed? Look for a word, image, feeling and then write
about it.

(Writing)

#7 When you feel you're nearing an end, say is this complete?
Look to your body for a response. If the answer is no, look
to your body for a feeling word or image and write about
this.

(Writing)

#8 If I were to take this further, what genre would it take?
Voice? Position? Audience? Take notes on these thoughts
and feelings.

(Writing)

#9 Look through your notes and write what this was like for
you.
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(Writing)

If we had time, we would discuss what did and didn't work.
Felt sense helps us locate and find those things that we can't
find in a logical manner. It is a form of hand holding. It lets
us open a large space where it is safe to look. When writing
isn't going well, we know it. It's okay to look and see what
comes.

End of presentation.



Voice

Leader: Peter Elbow, University of Massachusetts - Amherst

Recorder: Anne Mullin
Idaho State University

Through what he termed "bits and pieces," Peter led us in an

active exploration of several aspects of voice in a text. He

began by asking us to write for three or four minutes "some words

to share." The object would not be to receive feedback or
evaluation, but to produce some text that we could use in our

consideration of voice. Before we did that, however, Peter gave

us some thoughts derived from his longtime "wrestling" with the

concepts.

Two premises stand out: first, spoken language has far more

signals (loudness, pitch, speed, tone, accent, rhythmic patterns,

etc.) than written; second, humans have a prior and more primary

relationship with spoken language than written. Thus, when we

encounter printed texts, it takes effort NOT to hear (or seek)

the "voice" in the text -- a strong counter-argument to those who

suggest we oughtn't tc be concerned with notions of voice.

Other points:

The concept of voice is both important and contested. Some

people do believe it is possible to put out words with courage,

words that "get somewhere" and "connect with others" just as it

is possible to recognize the lack of these qualities. Other

people (Derrida, for one) find all wrong the idea of a presence

behind (or under, or within) words; still others link the idea of

"voice" with that f an unchanging self, and find this "not only

silly but dangerous."

That the term voice has become a "lightning rod" attracting

opposition and ridicule attests, of course, to its significance.

Some of the antipathy may be traced to confusion between "voice"

and "speaking" and the problems of evaluating spoken vs. written

discourse.

Further difficulty arises from falsely equating "voice" with

"good writing." In fact, it may be that the quality of "voice"

(the sense of a person behind the words) occurs when the writing

is "falling apart." We could more confidently say, "in the long

run, voice might LEAD to better writing."

"Voice" is too rich a concept to confine in any one meaning

for the term. A "quick overview" shows three essential concepts

and three sub-concepts within the third:

1. Audible Voice gives us a sense that we are hearing
speech qualities in a text.
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2. Dramatic Voice gives us a sense of a particular
character/persona in a text.

3. Authentic Voice gives us a sense that it is the
writer's own voice we are experiencing as: (a)
recognizable and distinctive; (b) authoritative,
claiming the right to speak, assertive; and (c)
resonant with authenticity.

Peter argued that points 1, 2, 3a and 3b are relatively non-
controversial -- thus assuring the usefulness of voice as a
critical term. Only 3c constitutes a "swamp," in which efforts
to achieve a consensual definition are likely to founder.

He is also pursuing the study of words as associated with
magic and spells, as well as the study of breath, voiced air, as
the link between body and mind. "It might be useful to get at
how writing can be more voiced if we give that body a bigger
chance at it," he said, concluding this portion of the
presentation.

For the remaining five minutes, we experienced, in groups of
three, as much as we could of a sequence of exercises designed to
increase voice and body connections to our texts. Here are
instructions for the sequence:

1. Read your text aloud once.

2. Read your text aloud again, this time with someone's
hand on your back.

3. Read it while standing up and moving or gesturing in
some way.

4. Perform the text non-verbally.

5. Watch as another person responds to your text non-
verbally.



During the discussion period following the exercise,
participants described feeling various degrees of oonnectednesv,
empathy, enhancement of meaning and affect, tension and release,
support, tone and volume (see notes from the discussion period,
next page).

The following words attempt to present the different voices
participating in the group conversation which Dick Graves so ably
facilitated. Comments clustered into three fascinating and
related themes: Isar as an inhibitor of voice at both
physiological and psychological levels, silence as a resource
that strengthens voice, and the power, of connecting minds, body,
and voice.

The concept of fear as an inhibitor was expressed as "an
allergy . . . I feel my insides tighten up and shut down," a
"pathology" when "people literally lose their voices under
stress," a concomitant of social situations like conferences
("such a waste when people read their papers with no voice") or
classrooms where teachers cling to lecture notes rather than risk
their own voices.

Participants noted how "voice, freedom, expression and
openness are all connected" and made reference to Janoff's
"silent scream." A comment about "individuals who willfully
remain silent, withhold communication, say after a traumatic
experience" raised questions about" silence as power or silence
as victimization," prompting more discussion of the power of
silence. Noting productive classroom silences such as during
freewriting or sustained silent reading or the wait time after a
question is asked, members suggested activities t,uch as Quaker
readings (each person has a written text but remains silent until
moved tc voice a passage) and "stripping language away"
(forbidding speech and literally putting books and all written
texts out of reach) to create a "preliteral state" with only non...
verbal communication possible. The writing that comes after such
activities is then charged with heightened power.

In discussing the sequence of activities Peter Elbow had
instructed, participants commented on a sense of connectedness.
Written texts, spoken words, and physical vibrations connected as
people read with others° hands on their backs; readers and
writers, speakers and listeners were also linked. In one group
two listeners "felt connected" to the speaker and also to each
other through her. The touching of hands to "heart," the
enhancement of sound through touch, and the comfort, support and
release of tension were among experiences reported. Noting that
there may be times when "voice is an intrusion," and times when
physical contact may also be uncomfortable or intrusive,
discussants generally agreed that by connecting thought, speech
and touch we were responding holistically, in "a whole additional
dimension," truly "beyond the cognitive domain." As one
responder put it, "It breaks down a wall. We can enter into the
words unconsciously."
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Peter Snow, U Mass/Amberst
IMIM m IMMING: URIC SMIMM CV VS URN

"I don't mean style...I seen 'ACC something that begins at around tbe tack of the knees

and readbes veil above the bead." Diamoff, in Philip Roth's The Anatert Lowell

We write not with the fingers kut with the whole perm. (Vizeieia Woolf, Mandel

A dramrtic necessity goes deep into the uteri of the sentence. . . . All that can WO
(sentemees) is the scadebal tom of voice somehow entangled in the lords and fastenet to

the page for the ear of the imaginatiam. (Robert feast, k vav

Voice in writing is a fuzzy, undefined, controversial concept. Thus the need to define and distin-
guish:

1. Audible vcdce: do we hear the text?

2. Dratatic voice(sl: yhg do we bear in the tett? (We cen &lays hear somas if a: listen hard.)
3. One's ohm voice: does the text somehow fit the actual writer?

3a. Ono's cam voice as 'distinctive, remizable

3b. One's own vedce as 'hc:ing &voice' or 'having the withirity to speak'.

3c. Ore's own.vice as 'authentic' or having 'tee:mace' cc 'having the who).eperson behind it'.

If these distinctions sees tco tedhnical or artificial, realize that they seeing:dish a a crucial
goal: they limit the serious mess and fighting sheet this controversial tern to the restricted

space of category 3c: "suthentic voice." That is, we can usually read a namable if not unani-

aces or certain agreemeat about audible voice (ddeh pieces or sections of writing send salads up
off the page); and abcet dramatic voice (what kind of person is implied in a pigs or minima of
writing); and ab:ut voice es authority to oak (wridb pieces cc sections skew the writer trusting

herself to speak cut). Thus these distinctions make the ten:voice a more usable and tiestecetkqf
tool fcc describime eriting and teaching writing. But the guestiom of "authentic VOW' mill stay
slippery and caltroversial and vexed foe a long time. It's because / as interested in authentic
voice or resonance that / want to workat making audible, dramatic, distinctive, and authoritative
are solid and usable terns. I don't want the controversy about authentic voice to maks people

throw away the whole notion of voice.

Example of audible voice.

C4MO into my cell. Make yourself at home. Take the Chair; I'll sit on the cot. No? You pre-
fer to stand by the window? I understand. You'll like my little viev. Nave you noticed that
the narrower the view the more ycu can see? (fro* Walker Percy, Lancelot]

Audible voice.

The artist was so legh greater than the man. The man is rather a tires= New Englander cd the
ethical mystical-trarementattst sort: Emersen, Longfellow, Bawthoene, etc. So unrelieved, the
solemn ass even in humour. So hopelessly eu grand serieuxleu feel like saying: GOod God, what
does it matter? if life is a triply, or a farce, or a disaster, or anything *Ise, what do I
care! Let life ke 'bat it Wm. Give me a drink, that's what Ind just bow.

Sor my part, life is so many things I don't care what it is. It's not iry affar to sus it
up. Just now it's 4 cup cd tea. This morning it vas wonwood and gall. Rend re the sugar.

One wales of the grand_serieux. There's somethini false akcut it. And that's Melville.
Cb, dear, when the solege ass keys! brays: treys: (from D. B. Leemmeoa ce tft.piek in Studies
in Classic American Literature]

No audible vcdce.

In cconectico with the Cffeir to Purchase fcc Cash All Cutstanding Wits of Beneficial Interest
of American Royalty Trust (the "Uhit Offer") and the offer to Purchase All Cutstanding Shares of

Casson Stock, $3.33 cumulative Convertible Feeferred Stook, $2.28 Quaative Preferred Stock and
$1.65 Cumulative Preferred Stodk (the "Stock Cffer") each dated August 7, 1986 by !POD Inc.,

PEIRCHVIS CCRKRATICV (the "Ccapany"), and, in the case of the Unit Cffer, American Rcyalty

Redwing Company ("ARPC01 mod PLC-ARPC, Inc. ("PLC-ARPC"), by letters dated August 7, 1986
(the "Reccemendation Letters"), have conveyed their recansendations regarding the Unit offer and
the Steck offer. (fror a letter to stec1hedders1

Elba, Voice, 2

Here's a passage that seer to ae to lack edible voice bat nevertheless mut as good writing:
shrewd, it saes aa important point, it is even erchitseturally well-foreed. In short, wham(
without edible voice thwee't have to be hal eritins.

...a pet tbee rat write poetry ket individual pen. Ard these are inevitably, as finished
lapin, instances of coe or another poetic kind, differeatiated rat by any necessities of the
linguistic instrumest of poetry but primarily by the nature of the reet's caaception, as finally
erkedied in his pias, of a partiader fors to be &thieved through tbe representation, in speech
used druatically or otherwise, of see distinctive state of feeling, of moral choice, or
edicts, caplets in itself imd productive of a certain emotion cc oorplex of covticas ill the
reader.

11.4. Crane, itleal $6.

Aux=71s heightened bi the tralbcdcet syntim and punctuation in this pemage fro: Gertrude
Seein. She armee it that we gust, es ittetoe, say it to ourselves:

Aniadat does a comma do, a easma does nothing but make easy a thing that it you like it enough
is easy sough without the coma. . . . It is not like stewhog altoaether which is what a
period does stempbas altogether bas sometaina to do with going on, kut tieing a breath well you
are'always takipa a breath and eby emphasize cos breath rather than another truth. Anyway that
is the way/ felt about it end I felt that akout it vetyveri strcogly. And so r almost never
used a coma. ("Poetry and Grammar" iniectures inimerica.]

ALCM DRAMMORXECE. It is crucial to recopixe that there is dramatic vcdce In all cd the texts
aboveinked in any text. Sometimes that permon in there is loud and obvicus (as in the D. H.
Lorena) =deo readers will tend to eves In describbakime But other tires that dramatic vcice
is :sat aod hard to hear so we have to work at inferring him cc her, and readers will disagree
about what kind of person they think they are bearing. also, a text night imply =aiding
drmnatic voices. In fact aost texts of any length carry strands of several voicesif we listen
closely enough end nada= them a fro paragraphs. Dramatic voice is 4 noncontroversial, treat and
bitter concept in ctoventional literary criticise. See Roger Cherry for distincticos that OM can
draw between the fancying sub-terms: 'ethos', 'implied author', 'perscna'.

As cample of double-voicing:

Parker's wite %as sitting on the front port floor, snappieg beans. Parker was sitting in the
step, scat distance away, watching her sullenly. She was plain, plain. The skin en her face
was thin and drain u tight as the skin om cairn and her eyes were grey and sharp like the
points of two icepieks. (flammarytntonor's "Parker's Back. The cutside narrator's voice
suddenly incorporates a bit of Parker's voice in the phrase "plain, plain." Citei by Booth.)

Helen Vendler speaks of one's con voice as distinctive recognizable voicespeaking of Sylvia Plath:
She had worked bard at ilitatini Aden Maas, and had early mastered certain course mewl
effects. Dut in a late line like 'The shadowed ringdoves, chantirg but easing nothing,' sbe
has given up on a bald imitation of Themes and has found her own voice.
C"An Intractable Metal." New Yorker, 2/15/82, p. 131.1

"Distimctive" cc "Recognizable" voice is sometimes wed in a acre narrow sensereferring to writing
that literally resembles the writer's own epoch.

Scentless there is a 'sinring' ct vcdce in writing. I have often been shocked at "be.azieg" a
friend's =L.'s upon reading his or her latest article or kook.
(Ihde, Deo. Listening and Voice: A Pherasenalcov of Sound. Ohio UP, 1976, x.]

Am ONE'S MVO:MICAS BAVDe3 A %MCC CR RIVING THE =MITT T3 SPEAK. D. H. Lawrence, above, is
a good emmeplewhere the rerson im there positively exudes a sense of his von authority to speak:
he has lots of osofident voice. It's also distinctively vintage "D. H. Lawrence"--coe cd his char-
acteristic vcdces, anywee. But is it "authentic" "resonant" with "his whole self behind ir--does
it "ring Wm"? Here readers will quarrel. Presumably the judgment cannot be made unless ue read
lots cd D. H. Lawrence.

man AUTHENTIC oR WNW volas. Here is an exauple of writing with lots of audible and dramatic
voice; yet it is sufficiently cold or fishy or off that most readers agree that it is not authentic



Mar, Voice, 3
r segment. lbach of aura it is enotwooly skilled and fun.

Dear Itr. 0:as:
I think law advertisio; campaign is &in' goal. The Seam I think that is I see a lot of

gold Coors cans every time I go rimier.
A yegr ego, I saw mostly Budweiser end Miller cans al :bedsides where people fling them out

of cars. Now in sone places, I see axe Coors then Whin; el* so / figure sales mat be up.
Ile a WM of a surprise to as. I vote with ay taste buds, ay wife says, and I figurei

Csor ouldn't go over big.
tor melt Cars don't do much. I mg in the Noy a lerq time wo-iben we had sail*

ships, ay wife tells pewle-and I got to New Zealand in *at yell call my formative years and
develcped a taste for dark beers.

Most Americans don't like it muds. Dark beer, I seen, rot New Udall. Yeah, there's a
ruckus right roe about the =leer ships, hut ehnt you see it, live Zealand looks like Colorado
with beaches. You sight like it there yourself, the montains and all, except you edght have to
drive truck or meth* because I don't think there's much market for yaw beer. lc fa.

[from a letter to the

TC(If AUIMIC CR MANY VOICE. I don't think we can make joiceents about this slippery dimen-
sion of voice unless we read lco; samples. It's a matter cd listening far internal cur toot
nether a person Insects hie or herself in words in a way that we sense as fitting with what we
ense the renew is really like. Nevertheless, I can't resist gesturing at the anapt with two
;bort mosPlee.

Suddenly Mr. Rusty raised his bead as be passed and looked straight at her, with his distraInht
wild gaze which ins yet so penetrating, as it be saw you, for one sexed, for the first dee, for
ever; end she geterded to drink out of her apty coffee cup so as to escape his-to nape his
demand co hes, to pit aside a sweat kw's that imgeriats need. tad he shook his bead at her,
awl strode al ("Alan" she beard him my, "Perished" she heard him say) and like everything else
this strange morning the words became symbols, write themselves all over the grwpgreen
Mom Virginia lkolf, , lb the Lighthouse. Many readers find this ravel encacusly powerful. I
would ascribe a sentential portion ot that power to the ber having weebot made these words
carry the whole sell.

Poetry: III
Adrienne Rich

Ewa if we knew the childre: were all asleep
and healthy the ledgers balanced the water running
clear in the pipes

and all the prisoners free

EVen if every wed we wrote by then

were honest the sheer heft
of cur living behind it

not these sometimes
lax indolent lines

these litanies
Even if we were told not just by friends

that this vas honest work
Even if sachet us didn't wear
a helms locket with a picture
of a 'trawled sawn a girIchild sewn through the crotch
Even if someone bad told us, young: Ibis is not a key

nor a peacock feather

This is the iitchen sink

warldwe give ourselves

more calmlyover feel less criminal joy
when the thing ccoes as it does ccre

clarifying grazer
and the fixed and mutable stars---?

not a kite ow a telephone
the grinding-state

[from Your Native Land, Your Life. 19841

[Lines 5-7 give ale of the best explanations or models for authentic voice.)
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Leaders:

Wrap Up Discussion

Peter Elbow, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Massachusetts
Sondra Peri, Lehman College, Bronx, New York
Gabriele Rico, San Jose State University,
San Jose, California

Recorder: Demetrice A. Worley, Bradley University,
Peoria, Illinois

Gabriele Rico (G.R.): People physically lose their voices/
stress/body-mind connections

Participants (P): People in the conference are reading papers.
They are without "voice"

Peter Elbow (P.E.): The academic world is a scary place, people
are on guard.

P: Voice, freedom, expression are all tied together. Students
writing in their journals are screaming. They are writing
for the first time in their voice.

P: When people read, they hear a voice, but they aren't
speaking it when they read the paper.

P: Voice is an assertion of self.

PE: For those who "don't" speak, when they have a voice, it does
have power.

P: We have a tradition of silence in the classroom. Meditation
is an extension of this--reading, prewriting, viewing
projects--we need to tie in creative pedagogies--imaging,
drawing, meditation can be used in these silences. Students
should be able to court silences and use it to their
advantages.

GR: Quaker readings allow student to become comfortable with the
silences. People pick up where they want to enter.

P: Try to get students to a preliterate state. Then make them
come back to literate state.

Alice Brand: Physical connection, ham on elbows, back, meant a
lot to me. How did others feel?

P: Tension changes when I felt another hand on my back.

P: I felt connected to the other listener and the writer.
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PE: Some students don't feel comfortable. I tell them to choose
someone they trust.

PE: If I'm trying to get students to read, sometimes the hand
gives them courage to read.

P: I felt connected to the other 50 people in the group.

P: Why does the touch influence the sound?

P: Touch gave me support. Studies show babies need touch; our
society has gotten mixed up about boundaries.

PE: Society keeps us from making loud noises. We have to make
fools of ourselves; to experience contact with the person.
I write it's desirable. Not indication of good writing, but
a human pleasure to be in contact with a person.

P: We have been put under a spell of silence. We have to be
aware of the strength of the words that will come when the
silence is released.

P: Placing a hand on the back is placing the hand close to the
heart.

P: Can touch be intrusion?

PE: V It [touch) has to be by choice.

P: We talked about how writing could heal physical problems.

P: Does touching make you a different reader?

P: Touching and reading made cognition a more whole operation.

P: I experienced Gabriele. I experienced her words.

PE: The person is being an ally. Standing behind them. Person
is helping speaker push back against the audience.

P: I disagreed with what the person was saying, but touching
her interrupted this cognition process.

End of discussion.



Clustering

Facilitator: Gabriele Rico, San Jose State University

We became poets through clustering. (Clustering is a highly
visual, nonlinear representation of thoughts. A sample appears at the end.of
this report.) Gabriele had told us that if we followed her simple
directions, we would write poetry. And we did. Our steps were
these:

*We listened to Gabriele read us the poem "The Death of Marilyn
Monroe" by sharon Olds.
We listened a second time, but this time began to cluster when
any particular word or image struck us.
We clustered until we felt it was time to begin writing
*We wrote, our re-creations of the original poem. (Re-creations are
the poems or prose we wrote in response to the original poem.)

All of the clustering and writing steps were to be finished
within 3 minutes. Impossible, we thought. Looks of doubt
crossed the table. Gabriele insisted on the time-limit, saying
speed was the key. It gave us no time to monitor or edit our
thoughts. There was only time to spill our personal re-creations
out on paper. The intellity of the aperience was curprising.

After writing we talked about our process.. (Gabriele
allowed us this safety net. We did not have to talk about or
read oui re-creations unless we chose to.) We discussed how we
had felt the right time to begin clustering and then felt the
right time to begin to write.

Volunteers read their poems (re-creations). The variety
underscored the many ways in which we had each responded to "The
Death of Marilyn Monroe." Some were memories of the past, some
were intensely personal reflections on family, some were
responses to the original poem's rhythm or a particular phrase.

Gabriela explained that she begins every class period with
clustering. Whether students are writing or preparing to discuss
literature, clustering generates multiple perspectives which
might not emerge through more traditional discussion methods.

The session ended with her brief explanation to us of how
clustering can be used not only for short exercises like ours,
but for directing even lengthy academic papers.

This cluster merged from listening to "The Death of Marilyn Monroe."
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